GUIDELINES FOR REPORTING EMISSIONS FROM
MULTIPLE IDENTICAL DEVICES/EQUIPMENT
The AER Reporting Tool (tool) is designed to collect emission data at device operation levels.
Due to the repetition of data entry, the tool offers users with Emission Source Grouping feature
(ESG wizard) as an option to group the identical devices/equipment and report their emissions in
fewer key strokes. This document describes the restrictions of the grouping feature. It also
provides instructions and examples of steps associated with building up a model and applying it
to the group members, and how emissions are calculated and reported.
RESTRICTIONS
In order to be grouped, the device/equipment members must meet the following restrictions:


Similar permitting and operating status



Identical class of fuel combustion devices



Burning the same primary fuel

STEPS TO FOLLOW
STEP # 1.

Pre-determine and select an emission source (ES) from one of the devices in the list
below as the building block for grouping.

Emission Source Grouping Wizard

STEP # 2.

Click on “Open” hyperlink to edit that emission source. In this example, ES1
(device D1 with application number (A/N) 123456) is selected as shown. Define its
operating status and classify it as an external combustion source (boiler rated < 10
MMBtu/hr). Continue with “Save and Proceed to Process Reporting”.

STEP # 3.

The tool sets the first process (P1) based on the entered data and selection. Click on
“Open” hyperlink to access emission reporting screen.
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Emission Source Grouping Wizard

STEP # 4.

Define primary fuel type under “Process”. At the minimum, fuel unit must be
selected at Step 2: Throughput (therms in this case). The user can skip the
throughput value because ESG wizard allows user to enter throughput data at later
stage. Populate with either defaults or source specific emission factors as shown.

STEP # 5.

After the data is saved, user is sent “Back to Emission Source Process Reference”.
The next time user revisits process P1 of ES1, the tool will offer the ESG wizard for
“Select as Grouping Model” for building a group of identical devices as shown.
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Emission Source Grouping Wizard

STEP # 6.

Upon “Select as Grouping Model”, the wizard offers user with additional area with
a model device (ES1) as shown, where user can “Remove the Group” or “Add
Emission Source” to the group. Note that user can enter total amount of fuel burned
here.

STEP # 7.

Click on “Add Emission Source” hyperlink, the wizard presents the list of ES for
user to “Add” to the group as shown in the next two screens.
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Emission Source Grouping Wizard

STEP # 8.

In this example, user added two more devices to the group (ES2 and ES3). At this
stage, user can enter total fuel for all 3 devices and specify either percentage (%
Throughput) or actual throughput (Absolute Value in this example) for each
member of the group as shown in the red boxes.
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Emission Source Grouping Wizard

STEP # 9.

As user select “Apply Grouping Model”, the wizard acknowledges it with a
message as shown.

The next 3 screens show that data from the model (ES1) are applied to the group members (ES2
and ES3). The tool also offers user an avenue to go back for adding/deleting group members or
working in other areas.
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Emission Source Grouping Wizard
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Emission Source Grouping Wizard

Additional Notes
 An ES can not be a member of two groups.
 ES members can be added or removed from groups at any time before report is submitted.
 The wizard is applicable to the primary (first selected) fuel and its throughput. The
secondary fuel or other processes and upsets/spills emissions data can be separately added for
individual ES.
 Adjust throughput (percentage or absolute value) accordingly as members are added or
removed from a group.
 Changes made to primary process in model device and re-applied to group will override all
member’s primary process data. Re-applying “Grouping Model” will not affect other added
processes and upsets/spills emission data.
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